
Dear young global Estonian! 
 
 
The newly-established Estonian Worldwide Youth Network (e-WYN) (Estonian: Ülemaailmne 
Eesti Noortevõrgustik - ÜENV) is organising the first-ever Youth Virtual Days, to bring 
together young people with Estonian roots from across the globe! We want to hear your 
thoughts! 
 
 
We invite all those from ages 14-30, who speak conversational Estonian, to come discuss 
and learn with us!  
Furthermore, we are keen to hear your thoughts in English and in Russian; if you are more 
comfortable in those languages, please do not hesitate to ask us about how best to 
participate. 
 
 
The Virtual Days provide an opportunity for you to meet other interesting Estonian youth, 
discuss what it means to be Estonian, and to make your own contribution to the Estonian 
government’s Global Estonian commission. Our discussions now are critical for the future of 
our communities! 
 
 
The Virtual Days will take place over Zoom in roughly 2-hour sessions over two consecutive 
Saturdays: May 30 and June 6. They will begin at 17:00, Estonian time (GMT+3). Those 
who participate actively will be awarded the title of 2020 Global Estonian Youth Ambassador, 
which will be recognised through a certificate signed by Estonian Population Minister, Mrs. 
Riina Solman. 
 
 
We eagerly await input and thoughts from global Estonian youth on various topics, including 
on language and education, communication, cultural exchange and cooperation, economic 
opportunities and investment, moving to Estonia, and much more! 
 
 
Your input is valuable and discussions from the Virtual Days will inform the work of the 
aforementioned global Estonian commission of the Estonian government. 
 
 
You may register for the Virtual Days here: http://bit.ly/virtuaalpaevad. 
 
If you have questions, please write us in Estonian, English or Russian at: 
noored@globalestonian.com 

See you at the Virtual Days!  

 

Estonian Worldwide Youth Network (e-WYN) executive 
Tuuli-Emily Liivat  - Finland 
Juku (Josh) Gold - Canada 
Martin Tikk - Eesti 
Karl Herbert Grabbi - USA 
Nora Sööt - Sweden 
Valera Krinberg - Russia 
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